Abstract. In his article [Vit92] on generating functions Viterbo constructed a bi-invariant metric on the group of compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of R 2n . Using the set-up of [S09] we extend the Viterbo metric to the group Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) of compactly supported contactomorphisms of R 2n × S 1 isotopic to the identity. We also prove that Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) is unbounded with respect to this metric.
Introduction
Gromov's non-squeezing theorem [Gr85] marked the beginning of the study of symplectic capacities, which are global symplectic invariants that measure the size of symplectic manifolds. Some years later Hofer [Hof90] discovered a way of measuring the size (or energy) of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms, by looking at the total variation of their generating Hamiltonians. This notion gave rise in fact to the definition of a bi-invariant metric (the Hofer metric) on the group of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms [Hof90, Polt93, LM95] . The Hofer metric is deeply related to symplectic capacities. It was proved by Hofer that for any domain U of R 2n the Hofer-Zehnder capacity c HZ (U) is related to the displacement energy E(U) via the energy-capacity inequality c HZ (U) ≤ E(U). Lalonde and McDuff [LM95] gave moreover a direct geometric construction relating non-degeneracy of the Hofer metric to Gromov's non-squeezing theorem.
Using the theory of generating functions, Viterbo constructed in [Vit92] a new symplectic capacity for domains of R 2n and a new bi-invariant metric 1 d V on the group Ham c (R 2n ) of compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms, and proved an energy-capacity inequality relating these two notions. Moreover he defined a partial order ≤ V on Ham c (R 2n ), giving Ham c (R 2n ), d V the structure of a partially ordered metric space 2 .
The generalization of the constructions in [Vit92] to the contact case [Bh01, S09] has been motivated by the theory of orderability of contact manifolds introduced by Eliashberg and Polterovich [EP00] , and by the related contact rigidity phenomena studied in [EKP06] . Bhupal [Bh01] extended the Viterbo partial order to the group Cont c 0 (R 2n+1 ) of compactly supported and isotopic to the identity contactomorphisms of R 2n+1 , thereby proving orderability of R 2n+1 . In [S09] we obtained a new proof of the contact non-squeezing theorem of Eliashberg, Kim and Polterovich [EKP06] by extending the Viterbo capacity to the contact manifold R 2n × S 1 .
In introducing the notion of orderability Eliashberg and Polterovich were in fact motivated by the question of finding some geometric structure on the group of contactomorphisms. They showed in [EP00] that the concept of relative growth, which is available in any partially ordered group, can be applied to the contactomorphism group of an orderable contact manifold (M, ξ) in order to associate to it a metric space Z(M, ξ), δ . This can be done by defining, in terms of the relative growth, a pseudo-distance δ on the group of those contactomorphisms of (M, ξ) that are generated by a positive Hamiltonian, and then by considering the quotient of this group by the equivalence classes of elements which are at zero distance from each other.
In the present article we show that in the case of the contact manifold R 2n × S 1 it is possible to define a bi-invariant metric directly on the group of all (not necessarily positive) compactly supported contactomorphisms isotopic to the identity. This metric is a generalization of the Viterbo metric and can be easily constructed by using the set-up developed in [S09] . However a crucial difference is that, in contrast with the symplectic case, our metric only takes values in Z. We refer to the introduction of [S09] for an explanation, in terms of generating functions, of the special role played by the integers in the study of rigidity phenomena for the contact manifold R 2n × S 1 .
Our results can be summarized in the following theorem. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on results of [S09] .
The article is organized as follows. In the first two sections we recall the set-up of [S09] . In particular, in Section 2 we give some preliminaries on generating functions and in Section 3 we discuss the generalization to Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) of the invariants c + and c − that were constructed by Viterbo in [Vit92] . In Section 4 we define the metric d on Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ), and discuss an energy-capacity inequality relating it to the contact capacity for domains of R 2n × S 1 that was constructed in [S09] . In Section 5 we recall the definition of the Bhupal partial order ≤ B on Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) and show that d and ≤ B are compatible. We also show how this implies that the energy (i.e. the distance to the identity) does not decrease along contact isotopies that are generated by a non-negative Hamiltonian. In the last section we prove that d is unbounded. 
Preliminaries on generating functions
We start by presenting some preliminaries on generating functions, referring to [S09] and the bibliography therein for more details and background information.
Let B be a closed manifold, and consider a function S : E → R defined on the total space of a fiber bundle p : E −→ B. We will assume that dS : E −→ T * E is transverse to N E := { (e, η) ∈ T * E | η = 0 on ker dp (e) }, so that the set Σ S of fiber critical points is a submanifold of E, of dimension equal to the dimension of B. To any e in Σ S we associate an element v * (e) of T * p(e) B by defining v * (e) (X) := dS ( X) for X ∈ T p(e) B, where X is any vector in T e E with p * ( X) = X. Then i S : Σ S −→ T * B, e → p(e), v * (e) is an exact Lagrangian immersion, with i *
A fundamental property of S is that its critical points correspond under i S to intersections of L S with the 0-section, and under j S to intersections of L S with the 0-wall. Note also that if e is a critical point of S then its critical value is given by the R-coordinate of the point j S (e).
A generating function S : E −→ R is said to be quadratic at infinity if p : E −→ B is a vector bundle and if there exists a non-degenerate quadratic form
* is bounded, where ∂ v denotes the fiber derivative. Existence of generating functions quadratic at infinity for all Legendrian submanifolds of J 1 B contact isotopic to the 0-section was proved by Chaperon [Chap95] and Théret [Th95] , and independently by Chekanov [Chek96] . Their theorem is a generalization of the analogous result for Lagrangian submanifolds of T * B Hamiltonian isotopic to the 0-section, that was proved by Sikorav [Sik86, Sik87] using ideas of [LS85] and [Chap84] . A second fundamental result is the uniqueness theorem for generating functions quadratic at infinity, that is due to Viterbo [Vit92] and Théret [Th95, Th99] .
Relying on the Uniqueness Theorem, Viterbo [Vit92] applied Morse theoretical methods to generating functions in order to define invariants for Lagrangian submanifolds of T * B Hamiltonian isotopic to the 0-section. As observed by Bhupal [Bh01], Viterbo's invariants can also be defined in the more general class L of Legendrian submanifolds of J 1 B contact isotopic to the 0-section. The construction goes as follows. Let L be an element of L with generating function S : E → R.
Denote by E a , for a ∈ R ∪ ∞, the sublevel set of S at a, and by E −∞ the set E −a for a big. We consider the inclusion
, and the induced map on cohomology
where
denote the orientation class of B, and 0 B the 0-section in
satisfies the following properties:
The proof of this lemma is purely algebraic topological, and does not require any argument of symplectic or contact topology. It was originally given by Viterbo in the setting of Lagrangian submanifolds of T * B Hamiltonian isotopic to the 0-section, but its extension to the contact case is immediate (see [Bh01] or [S09] ). In the symplectic case, the symplectic character of c is given by the fact that
for every Hamiltonian symplectomorphism Ψ of T * B (see [Vit92] or [S09] ). The analogue of this result does not hold in the contact case. However Bhupal proved that the following weaker statement is still true.
Lemma 2.2 ([Bh01]). For any contactomorphism
The idea of the proof is to study the bifurcation diagram of a 1-parameter family S t of generating
, where Ψ t is a contact isotopy connecting Ψ to the identity, and to show that there cannot be a 1-parameter family c t of critical values of S t crossing the critical value 0. The key reason why the critical value 0 plays a special role is that critical points with critical value 0 correspond to intersections of the generated Legendrian submanifold with the 0-section. As we observed in [S09] , if Ψ is 1-periodic in the R-coordinate of J 1 B = T * B × R then the argument of Bhupal can also be applied if we replace 0 by any other integer, to get the following result. We denote by ⌈·⌉ (respectively ⌊·⌋) the smallest (respectively largest) integer that is greater or equal (respectively smaller or equal) to the given number.
and isotopic to the identity through 1-periodic contactomorphisms. Then for every
3. The invariants c + and c
−
The invariants for Lagrangian submanifolds of T * B discussed in the previous section where applied by Viterbo [Vit92] to the special case of a compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphism φ of R 2n , ω = dx ∧ dy , by regarding its compactified graph as a Lagrangian submanifold of T * S 2n . Viterbo obtained in this way two invariants c + (φ) and c − (φ), defined by using respectively the orientation and unit cohomology classes of S 2n . The invariants c + and c − were generalized in [Bh01] and [S09] respectively to the case of compactly supported contactomorphisms of R 2n+1 and R 2n × S 1 . We will review in this section the construction and properties of c + and c − , discussing directly the contact case 4 . Let φ be a contactomorphism of R 2n+1 , ξ 0 = ker (dz − ydx) , with φ * (dz − ydx) = e g (dz − ydx). Following Bhupal [Bh01] , we define a Legendrian embedding Γ φ : R 2n+1 −→ J 1 R 2n+1 to be the composition τ • gr φ , where gr φ : R 2n+1 −→ R 2(2n+1)+1 is the map q → (q, φ(q), g(q)) and
Note that Γ φ can also be written as Γ φ = Ψ φ (0-section) where Ψ φ is the local contactomorphism of J 1 R 2n defined by the diagram
with φ the contactomorphism (p, P, θ) → (p, φ(P ), g(P ) + θ). This shows in particular that Γ φ is contact isotopic to the 0-section. Notice also that the diagram above behaves well with respect to composition: for all contactomorphisms φ, φ 1 and φ 2 we have namely that
If φ is compactly supported then we can see Γ φ as a Legendrian submanifold of J 1 S 2n+1 , thus we can associate to it a generating function. The same is true if φ is a contactomorphism of R 2n+1 which is 1-periodic in the z-coordinate and compactly supported in the (x, y)-plane (i.e. a compactly supported contactomorphism of R 2n × S 1 ) because then we can see Γ φ as a Legendrian submanifold of J 1 S 2n × S 1 . We denote respectively by Cont c 0 (R 2n+1 ) and Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) the groups of compactly supported contactomorphisms of R 2n+1 and R 2n × S 1 that are isotopic to the identity. In the following we will always regard contactomorphisms of R 2n × S 1 as 1-periodic contactomorphisms of R 2n+1 .
For φ in Cont
where µ and 1 are respectively the orientation and the unit cohomology class either of S 2n+1 or of S 2n × S 1 . Note that c + (φ) and c − (φ) are critical values for any generating function of Γ φ . Moreover, exactly as in the symplectic case, they satisfy the following properties. Proof. Point (ii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1(iii). As for (i), it can be seen as follows [Vit92] . We will prove that c(1, Γ φ ) ≤ 0 and c(1, Γ φ ) ≤ 0 for any φ, so that c − (φ) ≤ 0 and, using Lemma 2.1(ii), c
(1) = 0 }, we need to prove that i * 0 (1) = 0. Let S : E → R be a g.f.q.i. for Γ φ (respectively Γ φ ) and take a point P in B, where B denotes either S 2n+1 or S 2n × S 1 , outside the support of φ. Consider the commutative diagram
where the horizontal maps are induced by the inclusions {P } ֒→ B and E P ֒→ E. Since P is outside the support of φ we have that Γ φ and Γ φ coincide with the 0-section on a neighborhood of P , and so S |EP : E P → R is a quadratic form. It follows that the vertical map on the right hand side is an isomorphism. Since the horizontal map on the bottom sends 1 to 1, we see that i * 0 (1) = 0 as we wanted.
In the symplectic case the relation (1), together with the properties in Lemma 2.1, implies that for every φ, ψ in Ham [Vit92] or [S09] ). In the contact 1-periodic case we only get the following weaker statement, using Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 3.2 ([S09]). For all φ, ψ in Cont
Proof.
(i) Note first that ⌈c(u, Γ φ −1 )⌉ = ⌈c(u, Γ φ )⌉ for all u (apply Lemma 2.3 to L = 0 B and Ψ = Ψ φ −1 ). Using this and Lemma 2.1(ii) we have
(ii) We have c + (ψ) = c(µ, Γ ψ ) = c µ, Ψ φ −1 (Γ φψ ) thus by Lemma 2.3 it holds ⌈c
as we wanted. The statement about c − follows now from (i).
Similarly, in the case of R 2n+1 we can use Lemma 2.2 to show that c − (φ) = 0 if and only if c + (φ −1 ) = 0 and that if c ± (φ) = c ± (ψ) = 0 then c ± (φψ) = 0 (see [Bh01] ).
A fundamental property of c + and c − in the symplectic case is that they are invariant by conjugation, i.e. c ± (φ) = c ± (ψφψ −1 ) for all φ, ψ in Ham c (R 2n ) (see [Vit92] or [S09] ). This is a consequence of the fact that the set of critical values of the generating function of a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism φ of R 2n coincides with the action spectrum of φ, which is invariant by conjugation: if q is a fixed point of φ then ψ(q) is a fixed point of ψφψ −1 with the same symplectic action. This crucial fact does not hold in the contact case. Given a contactomorphism φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 ) of R 2n+1 with φ * (dz − ydx) = e g (dz − ydx), the critical points of a generating function of φ coincide with the translated points of φ, i.e. the points q = (x, y, z) such that φ 1 (q) = x, φ 2 (q) = y and g(q) = 0. Moreover, the critical value is given by the contact action of the corresponding translated point, i.e. the value φ 3 (q) − z (see [Bh01] or [S09] ). Note that the contact action is not invariant by conjugation. In fact, not even the property of being a translated point is invariant by conjugation: if q is a translated point of φ then in general ψ(q) is not a translated point of ψφψ −1 . However this is the case if the contact action is 0, because translated points with contact action 0 are fixed points of φ. This fact has been used by Bhupal to prove that, for all φ, ψ in Cont c 0 (R 2n+1 ), c ± (φ) = 0 if and only if c ± (ψφψ −1 ) = 0. As for Lemma 2.2, the idea of the proof is to study the bifurcation diagram of a 1-parameter family S t of generating functions for ψ t φψ −1 t , where ψ t is a contact isotopy connecting ψ to the identity, and to show that there can be no path c t of critical values for S t crossing the critical value 0. As observed in [S09] , in the 1-periodic case the same argument can also be applied if we replace 0 by any other integer, to show that the integer part of c + and c − is invariant by conjugation.
Lemma 3.3 ([S09]). For all φ, ψ in Cont
Remark 3.4. Every Hamiltonian symplectomorphism ϕ of R 2n can be lifted to a contactomorphism ϕ of R 2n+1 or R 2n × S 1 by defining ϕ(x, y, z) = ϕ 1 (x, y), ϕ 2 (x, y), z + F (x, y) where ϕ = (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) and F is the compactly supported function satisfying ϕ * (ydx) − ydx = dF . It can be proved (see [S09] ) that c
In [Vit92] Viterbo used the invariants c + and c − to construct a bi-invariant partial order ≤ V and a bi-invariant metric d V on Ham c (R 2n ), and a symplectic capacity for domains in R 2n . Bhupal showed in [Bh01] that the weaker properties of c + and c − that are still satisfied in the case of Cont c 0 (R 2n+1 ) are in fact enough to extend the Viterbo partial order to that group. Note that, by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, these same properties are also satisfied by elements of Cont c 0 (R 2n ×S 1 ) so that Bhupal's contruction can be applied to the case of R 2n × S 1 as well (see [S09] ). However, we will now show that Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, that are only available in the 1-periodic case, allow us to extend also the Viterbo metric to Cont
Recall that the Viterbo metric on Ham
Proof. Positivity and symmetry follow from Lemma 3.1(i) and Lemma 3.2(i) respectively. Using Lemma 3.2(ii) we have
proving the triangle inequality. By Lemma 3.1(ii) we have c + (id) = c − (id) = 0, thus d (φ, φ) = 0. Suppose now that d (φ, ψ) = 0. Then, because of Lemma 3.1(i), we must have c + (φψ −1 ) = c − (φψ −1 ) = 0 and so φ = ψ by Lemma 3.1(ii). This proves non-degeneracy. As for bi-invariance, we have
and, by Lemma 3.3,
The energy of an element φ of Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) is defined to be its distance to the identity, i.e.
Given an open and bounded domain V of R 2n × S 1 , its displacement energy is defined by
This definition can be extended to arbitrary domains of 
Relation with the Bhupal partial order
Recall from [Bh01] and [S09] that, similarly to the symplectic case, the Bhupal partial order
We will now show that the metric d and the partial order ≤ B are compatible.
) = 0, using Lemma 3.2(i) and (ii) we get
Consider now the relation on Cont
can be written as the time-1 flow of a non-negative Hamiltonian. This relation is clearly reflexive and transitive. The deep fact that is also anti-symmetric (hence a partial order) follows from antisymmetry of ≤ B and the implication
In the language of Eliashberg and Polterovich [EP00] , antisymmetry of proves that R 2n × S 1 and R 2n × S 1 are orderable contact manifolds. The implication (2) can easily be proved using the fact that c + and c − are monotone with respect to : if φ 1 φ 2 then c + (φ 1 ) ≤ c + (φ 2 ) and c − (φ 1 ) ≤ c − (φ 2 ) (see [Bh01] or [S09] ).
Notice that (2) and Proposition 5.1 immediately imply that Cont
, is a also partially ordered metric space, so that in particular the energy does not decrease along non-negative contact isotopies.
Unboundedness of d
We will now show that the diameter of Cont c 0 (R 2n × S 1 ) with respect to our metric is infinite, or in other words that d is unbounded. As we will see, this fact follows immediately from the analogous result in the symplectic case and Remark 3.4.
Unboundedness of the Viterbo metric on Ham
c (R 2n ) is well known. It can be seen for instance by considering the sequence of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of R 2n supported in
i < R } that was constructed by Traynor in [Tr94] to calculate the symplectic homology of B 2n (R), and by noticing that the energy of the elements of this sequence tends to R (that can be chosen to be arbitrarily big). Traynor's sequence φ . Moreover, it was proved by Traynor [Tr94] that c + (φ ρi ) tends to R for i → ∞. If we now lift the sequence φ ρ1 ≤ φ ρ2 ≤ φ ρ3 ≤ · · · to R 2n × S 1 as explained in Remark 3.4, we get a sequence of contactomorphisms whose energy tends to the integer part of R, which can be chosen arbitrarily big. It follows thus that Cont c 0 (R 2n ×S 1 ) is also not bounded.
The following terminology is taken from [BIP08] . Two norms on a group G are said to be equivalent if their ratio is bounded away from 0 and ∞. In particular, a norm ν on G is equivalent to the trivial one (i.e. the norm that is everywhere 1 except at the identity) if and only if it is bounded and not fine. A norm ν on G is called fine if 0 is a limit point of ν(G). Since the metric d on Cont .
We conclude by discussing the case of the contact manifold S 1 , ker(dz) , that can be seen as R 2n × S 1 , ker(dz − ydx) for n = 0. It was proved in [BIP08] that the diffeomorphism group of S 1 does not admit any non-trivial (up to equivalence) bi-invariant metric. We will now explain why the construction of our metric on R 2n × S 1 does not contradict this result. Namely, we will see that although the definition of d given in Section 4 also applies to S 1 , the outcome is not metric in this case. Note that for a diffeomorphism φ of S 1 it holds that φ * dz = φ ′ dz, thus φ is a contactomorphism if and only if φ ′ > 0 i.e. if and only if φ is orientation preserving. Let φ be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of S 1 , regarded as a 1-periodic diffeomorphism of R. We can then associate to φ a Legendrian submanifold Γ φ of J 1 R by defining Γ φ = τ • gr φ , where 5 The same also holds for Ham c (R 2n ) with respect to the Hofer metric [Sik90] .
τ : R 3 → J 1 R is the contact embedding τ (z, Z, θ) = z, e θ − 1, Z − z .
Thus Γ φ : R → J 1 R is given by Γ φ (q) = q, φ ′ (q) − 1, φ(q) − q . We have that Γ φ is the 1-jet of the function S : R → R, S(q) = φ(q) − q thus in other words S is a generating function for φ. Notice that c + (φ) = max(S) is not necessarily non-negative, and c − (φ) = min(S) not necessarily non-positive. Hence if we define d as in Section 4 we do not get a metric in this case, because positivity fails. Notice that the proof of non-negativity of c + (φ) and non-positivity of c − (φ) in Lemma 3.1(i) used in a crucial way the possibility of choosing a point outside the support of φ. This cannot be done in general in the S 1 case.
